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Abstract—The purpose of this study is the development
of a novel high-performance low-petahertz (PHz) biosen-
sor for nonmelanoma skin cancer (NMSC) diagnosis. The
presented device is designed to work within a microwave
imaging (MWI) regime, which is a promising alternative to
conventional diagnostic methods such as visual examina-
tion, dermoscopy, and biopsy. The suggested biosensor
incorporates a dual-band perfect absorber (operating bands
at 0.909 and 1.215 PHz) constructed using aluminum layers
separated by a dielectric material. Numerical studies confirm
its suitability for NMSC diagnosis, enabling discrimination
between healthy and cancerous skin tissues and precise
visualization of affected areas. Compared to existing THz
devices, the proposed biosensor offers improved sensitivity, a smaller size, and enhanced resolution, attributed partially
to the transition to the PHz band. Moreover, our research highlights the potential of PHz spectroscopy for biomarker
detection, advancing noninvasive MWI techniques for NMSC and other skin cancers. The proposed biosensor boasts
higher sensitivity, figure of merit (FOM), and quality factor (Q-factor), while its insensitivity to polarization angle ensures
superior signal-to-noise ratio and high-resolution imaging, instilling confidence in specialists.

Index Terms— Biosensors, cancer detection, metamaterials (MMTs), perfect absorber, skin cancer.

I. INTRODUCTION

BASAL cell carcinoma (BCC) results from the uncon-
trolled proliferation of basal cells due to DNA dam-

age [1]. Skin cancer, including nonmelanoma skin cancer
(NMSC), is widely diagnosed in the United States and is
estimated to affect one in five Americans [2], [3]. Globally,
skin cancer rates are increasing, with NMSC being the most
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common type, often growing slowly and locally [2], [4].
Although the risk of metastasis is low, NMSC can cause
significant morbidity and disfigurement [5]. BCC accounts for
75% of NMSC cases, presenting as shiny papules or ulcers
that do not heal. Cutaneous squamous cell carcinoma (cSCC),
another type of NMSC, appears as erythematous patches
or plaques. Early detection of cSCC speeds recovery and
reduces treatment costs. Problems in diagnosing BCC arise
from the subcutaneous localization of basal cells, which
prevents early recognition [4], [6], [7]. This information
highlights the need to improve early detection methods to
minimize the impact of NMSC on health systems and pub-
lic health worldwide. Researchers are currently engaged in
intensive investigation of the refractive index (RI) sensor,
considering it a dependable method yielding conclusive out-
comes. RI sensing is crucial for real-time biosensing, aiding
in applications like medical diagnosis. RI measurements
offer insights into parameters like concentration, density,
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and stress, crucial for identifying substances. In medical diag-
nostics, RI sensing is increasingly used to detect cancerous
tumors by monitoring biomarkers like circulating tumor cells,
highlighting its importance in early cancer detection and
monitoring [8], [9], [10], [11].

Perfect absorbers offer enhanced sensitivity for RI sens-
ing due to near-unity absorption, enabling the detection
of subtle changes without labeling agents and operating
across a wide range of refractive indices. They are versatile
across frequencies, broadening their applicability. Researchers
explore absorber models rooted in quantum mechanics for
petahertz (PHz) applications, albeit with complex geome-
tries [12], [13]. Innovations in design methods and components
are pursued to enhance absorber quality, aiming for effi-
ciency and broadband capability with angular and polarization
insensitivity [14]. Numerous proposals have surfaced for the
conceptualization of biosensors spanning from the gigahertz
to the terahertz (THz) range, and extending into higher
frequency domains like the PHz. Metamaterials (MMTs)
have assumed a distinctive function in realizing targeted
resonance frequencies within these spectrums, particularly
within biomedical contexts, notably for the early identifi-
cation of diverse forms of cancer [15], [16], [17]. THz
metasurfaces leverage high-Q Electromagnetically Induced
Transparency (EIT) resonances, achieving 0.55 THz/RIU sen-
sitivity. Bright-dark mode coupling at 1.96 THz enhances
sensitivity, with 0.04 THz (BCC versus healthy) and 0.02 THz
(increasing BCC density) frequency shifts suggesting quick
cancer screening [18]. A plasmonic-based sensor achieves
99.22% absorption and 24 680 nm/RIU RI sensitivity for
breast cancer detection [19]. For colon cancer, a noninvasive
diagnostic method using InSb identifies spectrum changes in
response to THz pulses, distinguishing healthy from malignant
tissue [20]. A THz biosensor with perfect MMT absorp-
tion enables basal cell cancer diagnosis, with frequencies at
0.78 and 0.904 THz [8]. Laser-induced fluorescence (LIF)
and diffuse optical spectroscopy (DOS) show promise for
skin cancer diagnosis, demonstrating high sensitivity and
specificity [21]. A dual-band plasmonic metasurface detects
hemoglobin concentrations, suggesting advancements in medi-
cal diagnostics [22]. MMTs allow tailored responses to specific
wavelengths [23], offering heightened sensitivity to minute
changes associated with early-stage cancerous tissue. They
also enable high resolution and specificity, facilitating early
intervention. Challenges like technology development and
clinical validation persist, underscoring the need for ongoing
research to realize their potential for improved patient out-
comes. MMTs offer potential for sleeker and more effective
metamaterial absorbers (MMAs) in nano-sized structures [23].
MMTs’ unique behavior, characterized by negative permittiv-
ity, permeability, and RI [24], enhances MMA performance
by absorbing most electromagnetic (EM) wave radiation.
Additionally, MMT nano-resonators enable the excitation of
surface plasmonic resonance (PSPR, LSPR), further enhanc-
ing absorber efficiency through interaction with incident
waves [25]. Nano-biosensing systems enable health monitoring
and disease detection. Advancements in sensor miniaturiza-
tion shift communication from low-frequency (microwaves)

to high-frequency (THz and beyond) EM waves, prompt-
ing the study of radiation effects on human tissues [26],
[27], [28]. In MMA research, advancements have enabled
designs covering larger frequency ranges, including infrared
and visible frequencies. Typically employing a metal-insulator-
metal (MIM) configuration, these absorbers utilize a resonator
on the top metal layer to eliminate EM radiation at the ground
metal layer while employing a dielectric layer for coupling
capacitance. Effective impedance matching between the MMT
surface and free space minimizes wave reflection back into
space [29], [30], [31].

MMAs utilizing metals like gold or silver offer increased
absorption rates due to the plasmonic effect, but their high
cost necessitates alternatives. Aluminum (Al) has emerged as
a cost-effective substitute without compromising performance.
To address this, a tri-layer MMA composed of Al-Silicon
dioxide-Al, with a total thickness of 110 nm, is proposed.
This design aims to achieve simplicity and efficacy in the PHz
spectrum.

The potential application of the 0.5 to 1.5 PHz frequency
range for medicine, especially in the diagnosis of NMSC,
represents an emerging area of research development.

EM waves at low PHz frequency bands interact with tis-
sues primarily through absorption, scattering, and reflection
phenomena. At these frequencies, waves may be absorbed by
biological tissues, where the extent of absorption depends on
the tissue’s dielectric properties, which include factors such
as the complex RI, conductivity, and water content [28], [29],
[30], [31], [32].

PHz waves can also undergo scattering when encoun-
tering structures within tissues, probably when they have
dimensions comparable to the wavelength of the radiation.
Cellular structures, organelles, and macromolecules within
tissues could scatter PHz waves. The scattering behav-
ior may provide information about tissue microstructure
and organization, which could be exploited for sensing
purposes [26].

PHz waves in this frequency range exhibit unique inter-
actions with biomolecules and functional groups, potentially
increasing sensitivity and specificity for detecting subtle
changes associated with NMSCs [32], [33], [34]. Additionally,
this range may provide improved spatial resolution compared
to lower frequencies, facilitate visualization of finer features in
skin lesions, and potentially enable label-free detection [33],
thereby simplifying the process and reducing the risks associ-
ated with screening agents. However, challenges such as the
immaturity of the technology, limited research, and the need
for a deeper biological understanding of PHz wave interactions
with healthy and cancerous skin tissues hinder widespread
clinical use. Currently, the diagnosis of NMSC relies primarily
on visual examination, dermoscopy, and biopsy, with PHz
technology in the 0.5–1.5 PHz range not yet integrated into
clinical practice. However, ongoing research shows promise
for earlier and more accurate detection of CNMS, noninvasive
diagnosis, and improved differentiation between benign and
malignant lesions, emphasizing the importance of continued
exploration to fully realize the potential for improving CNMS
diagnostics in the future.
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Below are some of the studies designed using PHz MMTs
and nanoscale MMTs for different applications. The bulk
of suggested MMAs are best designed using multilayer
structures, namely MIM [35], especially for the PHz range.
An MIM structure (Ni–SiO2–Ni) MMA with a mean absorp-
tion of 95.77% and a peak absorption of 99.999% at 772.82 nm
was demonstrated by Shuvo et al. [36]. It also shows excellent
wideband absorption between 300 and 1600 nm. An MXene-
based fractal MMT solar absorber for use in the visible
and near-infrared wavelengths is described in work in [37].
An MXene fractal pattern sheet supported on a SiO2 sub-
strate and a silver reflecting surface forms this absorber,
which exhibited strong absorption—above 85% for visible
and near-infrared bands. A nanoscale absorber with an aver-
age absorption of 93% over a wide optical window of
400 to 2800 nm has been published by Bilal et al. [31].
Two 500 nm-period MMAs were constructed in [38] for
comparative reasons. These MMAs demonstrated strong adapt-
ability for absorption rates exceeding 88% when examined
for two distinct forms. An aluminum (Al)-based structure
and titanium-silica (Ti-SiO2) cubes were used in a method
described by Lei et al. [39] to achieve nearly perfect absorp-
tion. The structure shows an average absorbance of 97%
over a broad range of wavelengths, from visible to near-
infrared (354 to 1066 nm), with a 90% absorption bandwidth
spanning 712 nm and an absorption peak exceeding 99.8%.
The study [40] reported on a hexagonal ring resonator-based
MMA with a small unit cell size of 66 × 66 nm2. This absorber
offered an operating range of 380–2500 nm and a maximum
absorption of 99% with an angular stability of up to 70◦. These
characteristics made this absorber a useful media for a range
of uses. An MMA with an absorbance of more than 90%
covering 380 to 2500 nm and a mean absorbance of 96.64%
throughout the functional bandwidth, with a 99% absorption
peak visible at 618 nm, was proposed by Hakim et al. [41].
Utilizing its absorption properties, a MMA created in [42]
harvests energy in the visible spectrum. A stepped impedance
resonator, which makes up the unit cell of the MMA, has
dimensions of 500 nm on each side. This feature enables the
MMA to have an absorption rate exceeding 90% throughout
the visible spectrum. Mahmud et al. [43] presented a design
in this work that produced an average absorption of 96.77%
between 389.34 and 697.19 nm and a 99.99% absorption at
545.73 nm for TEM mode. The design also achieved over 97%
absorption with a bandwidth of 102 nm.

This study introduces a new ultrawideband nanostructured
MMA featuring an Octagon-Packed Star-Shaped resonator
designed for the range of UV (200–400 nm) to NIR
(700–900 nm) wavelengths. By design and analysis, the
absorber exhibits outstanding performance, displaying effec-
tive absorption levels throughout the specified wavelength
ranges. This advancement shows potential for applications in
UV to NIR sensing, imaging, and energy harvesting tech-
nologies [44]. This article describes a MIM MMA that is
insensitive to polarization and exhibits nearly complete absorp-
tion across a broad spectrum (300–1600 nm). It maintains
an average absorption rate of 95.77% and reaches a peak of

99.999% at 772.82 nm. The absorber shows stability when
subjected to wide incident angles and mechanical bending. Its
suitability for solar cell use is validated under Air Mass (AM)
1.5 solar spectrum conditions, indicating potential for var-
ious optical applications beyond [36]. The study presents
a straightforward efficient nanostructured absorber made up
of a circular nickel ring, which provides high-bandwidth
absorption (93%) ranging from 400 to 2800 nm. It exhibits
insensitivity to polarization, stability against changes in angle,
and cost-effectiveness. This absorber sustains an average
absorption of 80% at oblique angles, showing promise for
energy harvesting and thermal applications [31]. This study
introduces a MMA that is not affected by oblique angles
or polarization. It is created using tungsten resonators on a
silicon dioxide base, enhanced with SiO2 coatings. This MA
records a remarkable 92% average absorption rate between
400 and 2400 nm, remaining stable at oblique angles up
to 45◦, and it is indifferent with polarization. Its compat-
ibility with solar absorption and optical filters makes it a
versatile choice for various optical applications [45]. The
study introduces an ultrabroadband absorber constructed from
tungsten, aluminum trioxide, and titanium nano disks arranged
elliptically. It achieves 94% average absorptivity across the
500 to 1800 nm range, with complete absorption at 1200 nm.
The absorber exhibits polarization insensitivity and wide-angle
characteristics, owing to surface plasmon resonances, making
it applicable in solar absorbers, photodetectors, and other
fields [46]. The study presents a planar square meta-ring
absorber comprising nickel and aluminum nitride dielectric,
offering wideband absorption from 400 to 3000 nm. With
average absorption exceeding 90% and maintaining 70% for
oblique angles, it shows polarization insensitivity due to its
geometric symmetry, indicating potential for energy harvesting
and optoelectronic applications [47]. The research introduces
two ultrabroadband MMAs utilizing anti-reflection coatings of
SiO2 and Si3N4, along with a Ti-SiO2-Ti metasurface. These
coatings notably enhance absorption bandwidth by 594 and
1093 nm, respectively. Both absorbers demonstrate high
average absorptions (>95% and >87%), resilience to large
incident angles, and potential uses in solar energy harvesting,
thermal emitters, and photodetectors [48]. The article presents
a fourfold star petal–shaped nanostructure functioning as a
broadband plasmonic MMAs, working within the frequency
range of 390 to 750 THz. It achieves a median absorbance
exceeding 96% irrespective of polarization angles. Utiliz-
ing ultrathin chromium layers and SiO2 dielectric, it shows
promise for applications in energy harvesting, stealth tech-
nology, and biomedical sensors [49]. The research presents a
hybrid MMA comprising multilayered cermet thin films with
a tapered structure. By integrating optical interference and
nano-cone structures, it attains a mean absorbance of over
98% across a broad spectrum (300–3000 nm) while main-
taining good angular tolerance. Manufactured using colloidal
lithography and magnetron sputtering on a flexible polyimide
substrate, it demonstrates durability against bending and heat-
ing, suggesting potential for real-world applications [50]. This
article introduces a Ni-PI-Ni based wideband MMA for visible
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Fig. 1. Structural design and incident field directions of a perfect
absorber.

Fig. 2. Recommended structural design for a perfect absorber:
(a) model 1, (b) left and right of the model 2, and (c) model 4 (proposed
biosensor design).

and near-infrared applications. With a compact unit cell size,
it achieves 98.16% absorption from 380 to 2300 nm and 99%
absorption over 685 nm [51].

II. MODEL’S UNIT CELL LAYOUT

MMTs effectively absorb EM radiation due to their struc-
tural properties. THz waves interact with MMTs, resulting
in transmission, reflection, and absorption, as seen in Fig. 1.
Perfect absorbers strive to reduce reflection by absorbing most
incident energy, whereas reflected waves bounce back off
the MMT surface. The MMT’s architecture reduces destruc-
tive interference and improves absorption. The MMA energy
from transmitted waves to minimize transmission. The MMT
structure attenuates or absorbs waves, providing control over
transmission properties. Perfect absorbers aim to decrease
transmitted energy. The design must consider the biosensor’s
sensitivity, specificity, and selectivity. These characteristics are
crucial in determining the accurate diagnosis of skin cancer.
Building biosensors for this application requires higher sensi-
tivity and specificity, which might be challenging. Optimizing
biosensor performance is critical for increasing clinical value
and providing informative data for skin cancer diagnosis.

The proposed MMT-based absorber is shown in Fig. 2(c).
The final model was created based on the combination of
Model 1 and Model 2, as shown in Fig. 2(a) and (b). The
dual-band response is achieved based on the combination of
these two models. The suggested design has perfect conducting
layers in the bottom and top regions. The dielectric material
is located between both conducting layers. Combining the
models aims to avoid interacting magnetic and electrical
forces, and overlapping. Table I provides a summary of the
directional data from each model.

The suggested absorber was constructed with a commer-
cial full-wave finite integration (FIT) approach based on a

TABLE I
COMPLETE LIST OF THE VARIABLES THAT HAVE BEEN ADJUSTED

FOR THE RECOMMENDED SENSOR

high-frequency EM solver for microwave studio. MMTs may
be analyzed using numerical computations to identify their
properties and how they function across various frequency
ranges and boundaries. Scientists have used numerical analysis
to analyze various structures such as perfect electric and
magnetic conductors (PEC and PMC), unit cells, periodic
arrays, and free space.

To streamline simulation methods, a unit cell, was assigned
in the x and y dimensions and an open add-space in the z-
direction. The model’s three-layered construction consists of
Silver-metal at the top and bottom and a dielectric spacer
composed of Silicon dioxide (SiO2) in the center. Silver has a
conductivity of 6.3012 107 S/m. Silicon dioxide (SiO2) plays
a critical role as a substrate material in MMAs, as in [31]
and [45]. SiO2 boasts high transparency across a broad
spectrum, particularly in the visible and near-infrared ranges,
minimizing interference with incident light and facilitating
efficient interaction with desired wavelengths. Its low RI
helps mitigate reflections at the substrate-MMT interface,
reducing losses and optimizing absorption performance. More-
over, SiO2’s mechanical robustness and chemical inertness
impart stability and durability to the MMA structure, ensuring
long-term reliability even in challenging environmental condi-
tions. Overall, SiO2 serves as a versatile substrate material that
enhances the optical performance, stability, and functionality
of MMAs across various applications, ranging from the visible
to near-infrared regions of the EM spectrum. The silver layers
on the bottom and top were 4 nm thick. The top metal layer
was designed to match the incident medium’s impedance,
allowing maximum power penetration and propagation in
SiO2. The bottom layer of silver blocks all EM waves and
provides zero resistance for transmission-line theory (TLT)
interpretation. Absorption systems with large electrical and/or
magnetic losses catch moving waves, while a metallic layer at
the bottom prohibits transmission. An EM wave impinged on
the top plane was used to determine absorption parameters.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This section addresses the results of the proposed PHz
biosensor in an incremental approach. First, the sensor will
be evaluated part by part, constitutively iterating between its
geometric components while analyzing its absorbance proper-
ties. The synthesis started with the determination of the block
structure sizing and the tuning of the width of the bottom
part of the device. Fig. 3(a) shows the absorbance curve for
the selected structure, referenced as Model 1. Model 1 did
not reach perfect absorption in any region of the evaluated
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Fig. 3. These are the different absorption properties of the two designs:
(a) Models 1 and (b) Model 2.

Fig. 4. These are the two designs’ various absorption qualities:
(a) Model 3 and (b) Model 4.

spectra, but it was already presenting a peak near 1.2 PHz,
one of the regions of interest in this work. Fig. 3(b) shows the
absorption spectra of Model 2, which addresses the L-shaped
upper section. In this case, very high absorption was observed
in the 1.25 PHz region and several smaller peaks also showed
absorption of more than 0.8, the ones in 1.0, 1.1, and 1.3 PHz.
The results are better than Model 1, but it still does not
present good selectivity, and the values of the peaks are
not maximized. Model 1 and Model 2 were then merged to
create a mixed structure, which was labeled as Model 3. The
absorption results of this model are presented in Fig. 4(a).
Model 3 showed high absorbance peaks in 1.0, 1.1, 1.2, and
1.3 PHz, where the last was the only maximum. Its results
were similar to Model 2, but it has some advantages, the
peaks are more well-defined. It was observed that the absorber
had important field interactions around the L shape and the
bottom bar, and aiming to create a design with a dual-band
profile, a new change to the structure was proposed. The
L shape was duplicated and its distance was optimized to
generate an absorbance peak, while the pair of L interacting
with the bottom bar generates another peak. This design was
named Model 4 and is shown in Fig. 4(b) together with its
absorbance curve. Model 4 results presented very well-defined
perfect absorbance peaks at 0.909 and 1.215 PHz, this was a
very important improvement in relation to the previous models
and with its dual-band characteristics, was adequate to the
application in question and was selected as the proposed model
in this work.

With the general geometry of the structure defined, an eval-
uation of the available constitutive materials was performed.
Fig. 5 addresses the absorption profile of the sensor for distinct
alternative substrate and conductor materials. For the substrate
silicon dioxide and titanium dioxide were evaluated, and in this
case, titanium dioxide performance was not adequate, making
silicon dioxide a better alternative material as the substrate.

Fig. 5. Absorption spectra for the suggested design under various:
(a) substrate material and (b) resonator material conditions.

Fig. 6. Impact of angle modification on absorption rate is investigated
for: (a) incidence angle and (b) polarization angle.

The selection of an optimal substrate material, such as
silicon dioxide (SiO2) or titanium dioxide (TiO2), for the
biosensor hinges on several key factors. At the operating
frequencies (0.909 and 1.215 PHz), the material’s permittivity
and loss tangent are critical. A low-loss tangent is essential
to minimize energy dissipation within the substrate. While
both SiO2 and TiO2 are viable options in the PHz range,
their properties may differ slightly, potentially influencing
their interaction with the PHz waves. Additionally, fabrication
compatibility with the chosen MMT design must be con-
sidered. While SiO2 is well-established for nanofabrication,
TiO2, depending on its specific form (e.g., Rutile TiO2), may
offer additional functionalities. Finally, the substrate material
can influence the overall sensitivity and specificity by affect-
ing the interaction between the electric field and the target
biomolecules.

The option of silicon is also very interesting as it may be
integrated or reused for important work already done in the
nanoelectronics area, where it is a very well-explored material.
In the case of metallization, gold and silver had similar good
results, presenting the same perfect absorbance peaks. This
material can also be selected as it has appropriate integration
in the fabrication process.

The design was then evaluated with respect to its response to
changes in the incident angles of the wave and also for distinct
polarizations. Fig. 6 presents the results of absorbance as a
color map. The response of the proposed model for different
incident angles is practically uniform and Fig. 6(a) shows that
even with angles as high as 90◦ the structure still acts as a
perfect absorber in the main desired band around 1.2 PHz.
In the case of the response to polarization, it was observed in
Fig. 6(b) that just very minor changes happened for this band
and these facts were considerably important to the usage of the
absorber as a sensor. Polarization and incident angle sensitivity
can lead to distortion and poor imaging and detection quality
and the proposed model behaved very well in this matter.
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Fig. 7. Distributions of the MMT structure field are shown on a color
map: (a) E-field at 0.909 PHz and (b) E-field at 1.215 PHz.

Fig. 8. Illustrated color map shows the field distributions of the proposed
MMT structure: (a) H-field at 0.909 PHz and (b) H-field at 1.215 PHz.

Aiming to better analyze the EM internal working of the
MMT, several field monitors were inserted into the design
and plotted for the frequencies with greater relevance for
this structure. Fig. 7(a) shows the electric field inside the
structure for 0.909 PHz and Fig. 7(b) for 1.215 PHz. Fig.
7(a) contains the electric field plot for the lower band, where
it is possible to see that this frequency range interacts strongly
with the L-shaped structures on the top. On the other hand,
Fig. 7(b) illustrates that the high absorption over 1.215 is
linked to the interaction between the bottom bar and the top
structures. For both cases in Fig. 7, the electric fields were
considerable, but all were enclosed in the tolerable margins
for the chosen materials. Here, the adequate electric field
will provide a longer mean time between failures (MTBF)
for the sensor. Finally, Figs. 8 and 9 provide the plots for
the magnetic field and current distribution for the proposed
sensor at 0.909 PHz and 1.215 PHz respectively. The surface
current distributions results and the fields at Fig. 9(a) and (b)
clearly agree with the conclusions made for the electric fields
from Fig. 7, adding complementary information in respect to
magnetic field strengths and about the internal behavior of
the absorber. At a glance, the MMA works adequately in a
dual-band approach achieving PHz frequency, and is qualified
for the application, where the next section will address its
application as a biosensor for NMSC.

IV. DIAGNOSIS OF NMSC
The NMSC diagnostic biosensor employs microwave imag-

ing (MWI) to enhance early detection of cancer cells by
accurately predicting and analyzing signal transmission and
absorption. This innovative approach overcomes current barri-
ers, potentially improving the diagnosis of NMSC. MWI offers

Fig. 9. Surface current distribution of the recommended MMT design:
(a) at 0.909 PHz and (b) at 1.215 PHz.

Fig. 10. Suggested biosensor investigates the absorption coefficient in
both healthy skin and NMSC.

Fig. 11. Proposed biosensor detects the absorption coefficients
for normal skin and NMSC; the frequency range is between:
(a) 0.5–1.5 PHz and (b) 1.255–1.312 PHz.

a visually appealing tool that aids in identifying and diag-
nosing skin cancer in its early stages. The biosensor’s
ability to analyze MWI signals provides a reliable means of
detecting abnormalities indicative of cancerous cells. Fig. 10
visually outlines the proposed sensor, demonstrating the
biosensor’s potential to revolutionize NMSC diagnosis through
its advanced technology and precise analysis of microwave
signals, ultimately enabling timely intervention and treatment
for patients. To ensure accurate results, we sandwiched a skin
sample between two coverslips, each with distinct refractive
indices of 1.360 for healthy skin and 1.380 for NMSC [8],
[52], [53], [54], [55], [56] as depicted in Fig. 10. This
setup minimizes errors by providing a controlled environment
for analysis. By utilizing coverslips with specific refractive
indices, we optimize the detection process, enhancing the
reliability of diagnosis based on variations in RI associated
with different skin conditions [52], [53].

In Fig. 11(a), detection results are presented for healthy
skin and NMSC. The analysis targeted the initial peak within
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Fig. 12. Proposed biosensor evaluates the absorption coeffi-
cients for normal skin and NMSC; the frequency range is between:
(a) 0.5–1.5 PHz and (b) 0.65–0.85 PHz.

Fig. 13. Diagnosis of NMSC using the MWI approach.

the 0.5 to 1.5 PHz range for both skin conditions. Fig. 11(b)
reveals a significant variation between healthy and cancer-
ous skin samples, presenting a difference of 0.00276 PHz
from 0.8871 to 0.88986 PHz. This difference underscores the
potential of PHz imaging to discriminate subtle variations in
skin composition, offering promise for enhanced diagnostic
capabilities in distinguishing between healthy and cancer
tissue with high precision and accuracy. In Fig. 12(a), the
detection outcomes for healthy skin and NMSC are depicted.
The investigation primarily concentrated on contrasting
healthy and cancerous skin for the second peak, located within
the 0.5 to 1.5 PHz range. As illustrated in Fig. 12(b), the
findings exhibit a notable distinction between healthy skin
and NMSC, with a visible difference of 0.00881 PHz ranging
from 1.282 to 1.29081 PHz. This discrepancy emphasizes the
potential of PHz imaging to effectively discriminate between
healthy and cancer skin tissues, offering valuable insights for
diagnostic and therapeutic interventions.

The study’s outcomes were validated through MWI tech-
niques, which rely on reconstructing images within the PHz
frequency spectrum. This method employs principles allowing
for detailed visualization. In Fig. 13, a section of skin was
carefully positioned on a coverslip, serving as a substrate
for analysis using the proposed biosensor. This approach
offers a noninvasive means to examine biological samples,
potentially providing valuable insights into their composition
and properties. Such imaging methods hold promise for var-
ious applications in fields like medical diagnostics, materials

Fig. 14. MWI technique results: (a) healthy skin and (b) NMSC.

science, and beyond, owing to their ability to reveal details
with high precision and accuracy. MWI, as depicted in Fig. 14,
demonstrates a significant difference in electric field responses
between normal and NMSC tissue.

The increased concentration of the electric field in cancerous
areas is a phenomenon rooted in the distinct biophysical
properties of cancerous tissues compared to their healthy
counterparts. These differences manifest primarily in altered
dielectric properties, cellular composition, and water content
within the tissue microenvironment. Cancerous tissues often
exhibit higher permittivity or conductivity, stemming from
changes in cellular morphology, density, and composition
associated with tumorigenesis and tumor progression. Conse-
quently, the interaction between electric fields and cancerous
tissues leads to localized enhancements of the electric field
within cancerous regions. Furthermore, the abnormal mor-
phology and distribution of cancerous cells contribute to
variations in the tissue’s electrical response, further accen-
tuating the concentration of the electric field in cancerous
areas. Additionally, the elevated water content in cancerous
tissues, a characteristic feature of many tumors, influences the
electric field distribution by virtue of water molecules’ polar
nature. This intricate interplay between tissue composition and
EM field interactions underscores the complexity of cancer
biophysics and highlights the importance of understanding
these mechanisms for the development of advanced diagnostic
technologies.

The increased concentration of the electric field in can-
cerous areas suggests MWI’s ability to distinguish between
healthy and malignant skin tissue based on electric field
data. This ability is vital for early detection and treatment
of skin cancer, allowing for noninvasive monitoring of tis-
sue abnormalities. Additionally, MWI goes beyond diagnosis,
aiding in controlling surgical procedures by accurately sketch-
ing tumor boundaries and assessing treatment effectiveness.
Consequently, MWI presents itself as a versatile approach
with substantial potential in both diagnosing and treating skin
cancer.

V. BENCHMARKING

A comparative assessment was conducted to evaluate the
efficacy of a newly proposed nano-biosensor operating in
the PHz band for the early detection of NMSC. Utilizing
MMT perfect absorber technology, the biosensor’s perfor-
mance was analyzed in terms of sensitivity, quality factor
(Q-factor), and figure of merit (FOM), as depicted in Table II.
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TABLE II
BIO-SENSING PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS OF VARIOUS

SENSOR APPLICATIONS BASED ON MMT

Significantly, the proposed nano-biosensor demonstrated sub-
stantial enhancements in sensitivity and overall performance
compared to previous sensors, which were of micrometer
size and operated in the THz range. Theoretically, the higher
energy of PHz waves can lead to stronger interactions with
specific biomolecules, potentially translating to a more sensi-
tive biosensor capable of detecting subtle cancerous changes.
Additionally, the shorter wavelengths of PHz waves offer
the potential for superior spatial resolution, enabling more
precise visualization of affected areas within the tissue sample.
Furthermore, the possibility of unique spectral fingerprints for
cancer markers in the PHz range, not readily observable in the
THz regime, could lead to more specific detection. Notably,
the transition to the PHz band offers improved resolution and
specificity for detecting subtle changes associated with NMSC,
while the nano-scale dimensions of the biosensor signify
advancements in miniaturization. These findings underscore
the potential of the MMT-based biosensor to revolutionize
early cancer detection, offering superior performance and
miniaturization for enhanced clinical applications.

VI. FUTURE PERSPECTIVE

Designing higher sensitivity biosensors for early cancer
detection e.g., early-stage diagnosis of breast cancer, colon
cancer, adrenal gland cancer (PC-12), cervical cancer (HeLa),
and blood cancer using PHz EM wave imaging bio-sensors.

VII. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, this study presents a novel high-sensitivity
dual-band nano-biosensor based on PHz MTMs for early-stage
NMSC diagnosis. The biosensor integrates a dual-band perfect
absorber, achieving enhanced sensitivity within the low PHz
range (specifically, it exhibits operating bands at 0.909 and
1.215 PHz). Numerical simulations validate its efficacy in
discriminating between healthy and cancerous tissues and

facilitating precise visualization of affected areas. Comparative
analysis against existing THz devices demonstrates improved
sensitivity, smaller size, and superior resolution and speci-
ficity. Furthermore, the biosensor’s insensitivity to polarization
angle ensures superior signal-to-noise ratio and high-resolution
imaging, instilling confidence in specialists. This research
underscores the potential of MMT-based biosensors for early-
stage cancer diagnosis, particularly highlighting the benefits of
transitioning to higher frequency operating bands within the
low PHz range, thus contributing to advancements in NMSC
detection and treatment.
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